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We present a frequency-dependent phonon Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) solver to study

phonon transport in arbitrary geometries. For composite and porous structures, most simulations

adopted either gray-medium approximation or geometric simplification in phonon BTE model. To

show the importance of considering the frequency-dependent phonon transport, transverse thermal

transport in periodic porous silicon (PS) with aligned square-cylindrical pores is investigated by the

present frequency-dependent phonon BTE solver and gray-medium phonon BTE solver. It is found

that phonon size effect is underestimated by adopting the gray-medium approximation in sub-micron

scale. To demonstrate geometry effect, the frequency-dependent phonon BTE solver is applied to

study transverse thermal transport in the PS with square-cylindrical and circular-cylindrical pores for

various characteristic sizes and porosities. The pore shape is found to make great difference to the

thermal conductivity of the PS when the characteristic size is decreased or the porosity is increased.

Our results indicate the importance of considering the frequency dependence of phonon transport as

well as the exact geometry of material structure in the analysis of micro- and nanostructured

materials. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4730962]

I. INTRODUCTION

In semiconductor nanostructure, phonon size effect may

result in significant thermal conductivity reduction as com-

pared to bulk-scaled structure. On one hand, this size effect

imposes great challenge to the thermal management in

microelectronic system since heat is not as easily dissipated

as predicted from Fourier’s law.1,2 On the other hand, ther-

moelectric (TE) figure of merit which is inverse proportional

to the thermal conductivity could be greatly enhanced.3–5

Phonon transport can be well described by phonon Boltz-

mann transport equation (BTE) model when the characteris-

tic length involved is much greater than phonon coherent

length.1,6 In general, the phonon BTE is difficult to be ana-

lytically solved for realistic problems. As an alternative,

direct phonon BTE solver7,8 and Monte Carlo (MC)

method9,10 are widely applied in numerically solving the

phonon BTE. Nevertheless, due to the additional complexity

when including the frequency dependence of phonon trans-

port, frequency-independent (gray-medium) phonon trans-

port is often assumed and an averaged mean free path (MFP)

is used in gray-medium approximation.11 Under the gray-

medium approximation, the phonon transports in various

kinds of composite and porous structures were investigated

by the direct phonon BTE solver8,12–17 as well as the MC

method.10,18,19

Phonon size effect can be demonstrated from the

gray-medium simulations, but a rigorous phonon transport so-

lution should incorporate phonon dispersion and the fre-

quency- and temperature-dependence of scattering process.

The frequency dependence of phonon transport has been

incorporated for simple geometries, such as thin films and

nanowires.20–24 Recently, Singh et al.25 applied a frequency-

dependent phonon BTE solver to investigate phonon

transport in the silicon/germanium (Si/Ge) superlattice struc-

ture. Their results indicate that the thermal conductivity of

the Si/Ge superlattice is much lower than that of the gray

results for period sizes in the submicron regime. For porous

structures, Hao et al.26 performed a frequency-dependent MC

method to study phonon transport in the periodic porous sili-

con (PS) with aligned square-cylindrical pores. They showed

that the marked size effect in micron-scaled PS can be better

resolved by including the frequency dependence of phonon

transport. In addition to the gray-medium approximation,

geometric simplification is widely adopted in the phonon

BTE model to avoid the extra complexity for tracing phonons

in the composite and porous structures. In the geometric sim-

plification, the embedded materials or pores in the host me-

dium are simplified to be square-cylindrical for two-

dimensional (2D) structures26 and cubic for three-

dimensional (3D) structures10 with the same material compo-

sition. Nevertheless, the geometry of the embedded materials

is found to have large impact on ballistic phonon transport in

past studies using the gray-medium phonon BTE solver14,16

and the gray-medium MC method.19 To get quantitative

agreement with the theories and experiments, the frequency

dependence of phonon transport and the realistic geometry of

material structure should be included in the phonon BTE

model.

In this work, we develop a frequency-dependent phonon

BTE solver which can take the frequency-dependent phonon

properties into account. Furthermore, the present phonon

BTE solver utilizes structure grid system for spatial domain

discretizition and is suitable for modeling the phonon trans-

port in arbitrary structures. The transverse heat transfer in

the square-cylindrical PS (periodic PS with aligned square-

cylindrical pores) and circular-cylindrical PS (periodic PS

with aligned circular-cylindrical pores) is modeled with the
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present phonon BTE solver. By directly comparing these

porous structures, we can assess more precisely the effects of

the frequency-dependent phonon transport and material

geometry.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL
PROCEDURES

A. Phonon BTE model

In terms of phonon intensity Iðp;x;~r; X̂; tÞ and equilib-

rium phonon intensity IEðp;x; TÞ,7 the phonon BTE under

relaxation time approximation can be written as

@I

@t
þ vX̂ � r~r I ¼ IE � I

s
; (1)

where xðp; kÞ is the angular frequency of phonon branch p and

wave vector k.~r ¼ ðx; y; zÞ is position vector. X̂ ¼ ðl; g; fÞ is

radiative direction which can be presented by direction cosines

l, g, and f for x, y, and z coordinates. t is time. Tð~r ; tÞ is tem-

perature. The frequency-dependent transport properties, includ-

ing group velocity vðp; kÞ ¼ @xðp; kÞ=@k and relaxation time

sðp;x; TÞ are involved in the present phonon BTE model.

Since phonons obey Bose-Einstein statistics,2,6 the equilibrium

phonon intensity IE can be expressed as

IE ¼ 1

4p
v�hxD

exp
�hx
jBT

� �
� 1

; (2)

where �h is reduced Planck constant, jB is Boltzmann con-

stant, and Dðp; kÞ ¼ k2=2p2v is density of states.6 The pho-

non intensity and equilibrium phonon intensity must satisfy

energy conservation:

X
p

ð
x

ð
X̂

IE � I

s
dX̂dx ¼ 0: (3)

Temperature can be deduced from Eqs. (2) and (3). In

ballistic phonon transport, temperature is merely a represen-

tation of local energy since the phonon intensity is far from

the equilibrium state. To estimate the degree of nonequili-

brium, Knudsen number (Kn) defined as the ratio of the MFP

to the characteristic size is commonly used in rarefied gas

dynamics.27 When the Kn is less than 0.1, phonon transport

is in diffusive regime, and Fourier’s law can well predict the

transport phenomena in this regime. For 0.1<Kn< 10, pho-

non transport is in transition regime and nonequilibrium

effects become increasingly important. As Kn> 10, phonon

transport is in ballistic regime. In the ballistic regime,

phonon-boundary scattering dominates thermal transport.

The characteristic size chosen will depend on the problem

under consideration. In this work, the transverse heat transfer

in the 2D periodic PS with aligned pores (Fig. 1) is investi-

gated. The period size L denotes the periodicity of the porous

structure. Lpore is the width of square-cylindrical pore in the

square-cylindrical PS and the diameter of circular-

cylindrical pore in the circular-cylindrical PS. The porosity

U of the porous structure is defined as ðLpore=LÞ2 and

p=4ðLpore=LÞ2 for the square-cylindrical PS and circular-

cylindrical PS, respectively. The characteristic size is defined

as the period size L.

When a phonon encounters an interface or material

boundary, the phonon may experience specular or diffuse

scattering.28 At room temperature, the dominate phonon

wave length is much less than the roughness of pore bound-

ary; thus, the pore reflection can be regarded as diffusive

reflection. The boundary condition (BC) of the diffusive

reflection for phonon intensities in radiative directions with

X̂ � n̂ < 0 can be written as

Iðp;x;~r; X̂; tÞ ¼ 1

2p

ð
X̂�n̂>0

Iðp;x;~r; X̂; tÞdX̂; (4)

where unit normal vector n̂ is defined to point toward the

pore domain. In this work, we study the transverse heat

transfer in 2D PS and 2D unit cell is applied, as shown in

Fig. 1. At the boundaries of the unit cell, periodic BC is

applied. The periodic BC specifies the distortions between

the phonon intensity and equilibrium phonon intensity across

the periodic locations. The equilibrium phonon intensity for

each polarization and frequency is isotropic and depends

solely on temperature [Eq. (2)]. At equilibrium state, thermal

transport is ceased because the phonon intensity is equal to

the equilibrium phonon intensity. The phonon intensity will

be distorted from the equilibrium state if heat is transferred

in the medium. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the phonon intensity

must keep the same distortion across the periodic locations

(points 1 and 2) to induce constant amount of heat flux in

periodic structure12 and the periodic BC can be expressed as

Iðp;x;~r1; X̂; tÞ � IEðp;x; T1Þ ¼ Iðp;x;~r2; X̂; tÞ
� IEðp;x; T2Þ: (5)

To induce heat flow in the transverse direction (x-coordi-

nate), we set a constant temperature difference DT across the

x-directional boundaries and no temperature difference

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing and structure grid system of 2D periodic porous

silicon with aligned (a) square-cylindrical pores, (b) circular-cylindrical

pores.
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across the y-directional boundaries of the unit cell. The

implementation of the periodic BC at the four boundaries of

the 2D unit cell domain is shown in Fig. 2(b). The left-side

boundary and its corresponding periodic location are repre-

sented by points A and A0, respectively. In the unit cell do-

main, the phonon intensity and temperature TA0 at point A0

are known. Hence, temperature TA at point A can be deter-

mined as TA ¼ TA0 þ DT. For the left-side boundary, the pho-

non intensity with radiative direction l> 0 can thus be

specified as

Iðp;x;~rA; X̂; tÞ ¼ Iðp;x;~rA0 ; X̂; tÞ � IEðp;x; TA0 Þ
þ IEðp;x; TA0 þ DTÞ: (6)

Point B represents the right-side boundary and point B0 is its

corresponding periodic location. The phonon intensity and

temperature TB0 at point B0 are known. Temperature TB at

point B can be determined as TB0 � DT. For the right-side

boundary, the phonon intensity with l< 0 can be assigned as

Iðp;x;~rB; X̂; tÞ ¼ Iðp;x;~rB0 ; X̂; tÞ � IEðp;x; TB0 Þ
þ IEðp;x; TB0 � DTÞ: (7)

The down-side boundary and its corresponding periodic

location are represented by points C and C0, respectively. At

point C0, the phonon intensity and temperature TC0 are

known. Temperature TC at point C is equal to TC0 since no

temperature difference is exist across the y-directional

boundary. For the down-side boundary, the phonon intensity

with g> 0 can be specified as

Iðp;x;~rC; X̂; tÞ ¼ Iðp;x;~rC0 ; X̂; tÞ: (8)

Point D represents the top-side boundary and point D0 is its

corresponding periodic location. The phonon intensity and

temperature TD0 at point D0 are known. Thus, temperature TD

is equal to TD0. For the top-side boundary, the phonon inten-

sity with g< 0 can be assigned as

Iðp;x;~rD; X̂; tÞ ¼ Iðp;x;~rD0 ; X̂; tÞ: (9)

In the present phonon BTE model, the frequency-dependent

transport properties, including group velocity v and relaxa-

tion time s are involved. Since optical phonon branches con-

tribute little to the lattice thermal conductivity as compared

to acoustic phonon branches at 300 K,2 we consider only the

acoustic branches, including one longitudinal acoustic (LA)

and two transverse acoustic (TA) branches. Furthermore,

phonon transport is assumed to be isotropic. The phonon

propagation considered is along (100) lattice direction and

the maximum wave vector in the first Brillouin zone is

kmax ¼ 2p=a; here, lattice constant a ¼ 5:43Å is applied for

Si. In each branch p, phonon dispersion xðp; kÞ relates the

angular frequency of a phonon to its wave vector k. The

group velocity which is the propagation speed of phonon is

the slope of the dispersion curve. In this work, we use quad-

ratic polynomial dispersions for the LA and TA branches.

The quadratic polynomial dispersions can be expressed as

x ¼ c0 þ c1k þ c2k2; (10)

where the coefficients c0, c1, and c2 for the LA and TA

branches of Si are directly taken from Pop et al.29 As shown

in Fig. 3, the Pop’s dispersion for Si is close to the real dis-

persion relation obtained from experiment.30 For the relaxa-

tion time, Holland’s relaxation time31 is often applied.

Nevertheless, the Holland’s model is derived based on bilin-

ear phonon dispersion and has to be modified when different

dispersion models are adopted. By fitting the experimental

data of bulk Si, Terris et al.23 corrected the Holland’s relaxa-

tion time for the Pop’s dispersion. In this study, the Pop’s

dispersion is applied for the group velocity. Thus, the Ter-

ris’s relaxation time is used for the relaxation time. Unless

otherwise mentioned, these two transport properties will be

FIG. 2. Periodic boundary condition: (a) schematic drawing, (b) implemen-

tation for 2D unit cell domain.

FIG. 3. Silicon dispersion relation along (100) lattice direction.
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used through this work. In this study, the relaxation times

sImpurity, sNormal, and sUmklapp for impurity scattering, normal

process, and Umklapp process are given by the Terris’s

relaxation time. Then, following Matthiessian’s rule,6 the

overall relaxation time s for these intrinsic scattering proc-

esses can be estimated as

s�1 ¼ s�1
Impurity þ s�1

Normal þ s�1
Umklapp: (11)

B. Frequency-dependent phonon BTE solver

In this study, the gray-medium phonon BTE solver16 is

extended to include the frequency dependence of phonon

transport. Two parts are involved in the present phonon BTE

solver. The first part is about the discretization and numerical

integration for the angular frequency and radiative direction.

The second part is upwind finite volume method for solving

the phonon BTE in each polarization, angular frequency, and

radiative direction.

In each polarization branch p, the wave vector k is dis-

cretized into NB discrete bands kb. The angular frequency

xðp; kbÞ is determined from the dispersion relation. The

numerical integration over the angular frequency is per-

formed using trapezoidal rule.32 The radiative direction

X̂ ¼ ðl; l cos /; l sin /Þ is divided into NO discrete direc-

tions X̂o by discretizing the x-directional cosine lð�1 � l
� 1Þ and azimuthal angle /ð0 � / � 2pÞ with Gauss-

Legendre quadrature rule.7,32 In the numerical integrations,

the integration over the angular frequency and radiative

direction are replaced by a summation of the integrated value

multiplying its weights Wx
p;b and WX

o in each angular fre-

quency xðp; kbÞ and radiative direction X̂o. As an example,

the integration for the phonon intensity over the frequency

and radiative direction can be represented as

X
p

ð
x

ð
X̂

Iðp;x;~r; X̂; tÞdX̂dx

¼
X

p

X
b

X
o

Wx
p;bWX

o Iðp;xðp; kbÞ;~r; X̂o; tÞ: (12)

With the angular frequency and radiative direction dis-

cretized, the integral-differential phonon BTE is transformed

into a set of linear advection equations with source terms. In

polarization branch p, angular frequency xðp; kbÞ, and radia-

tive direction X̂o, the advection equation can be expressed as

@Iðp;xðp;kbÞ;~r ;X̂o;tÞ
@t

þvðp;kbÞX̂o �r~r Iðp;xðp;kbÞ;~r;X̂o;tÞ

¼ IEðp;xðp;kbÞ;TÞ�Iðp;xðp;kbÞ;~r;X̂o;tÞ
sðp;xðp;kbÞ;TÞ

: (13)

In our scheme, structure grid system33 is adopted for spatial

discretization. In 2D structure grid system (Fig. 1), the spa-

tial domain~r is discretized into discrete cells~ri;j in a logical

manner. Subscripts i and j address the “rows” and “columns”

in the 2D structure grid system. Each cell is an arbitrary

quadrilateral. Cell ði; jÞ is bounded by four linear edges

(i61=2, j) and (i, j61=2). The four cells (i61, j) and (i, j61)

are neighbor cells of cell (i; j). With the spatial domain dis-

cretized, donor-cell upwind (DCU) method34 is applied for

solving the rest advection equations. The stencil of the DCU

method can be expressed as

Ip;b;o;i;j;nþ1 ¼ Ip;b;o;i;j;n �
Dt

Ai;j
ðhiþ1=2;jFp;b;o;iþ1=2;j

� hi�1=2;jFp;b;o;i�1=2;j þ hi;jþ1=2Gp;b;o;i;jþ1=2

� hi;j�1=2Gp;b;o;i;j�1=2Þ þ
Dt

sp;b
ðIE

p;b;i;j;n � Ip;b;o;i;j;nÞ;

(14)

where subscripts p; b; o; i; j; and n are used to represent the

functional variables for the polarization p, wave vector kb,

radiative direction X̂o, position ~ri;j, and time tn. Dt is the

time step size. Ai;j is the area of cell ði; jÞ, hiþ1=2;j is the

length of edge ðiþ 1=2; jÞ. Fp;b;o;iþ1=2;j and Gp;b;o;i;jþ1=2 are

phonon radiative fluxes across edges (iþ 1=2; j) and

(i; jþ 1=2), respectively. In the DCU method, the phonon

radiative fluxes are determined based on the upwind direc-

tion of wave propagation:

Fp;b;o;iþ1=2;j ¼ vp;b

Jo;iþ1=2;j þ jJo;iþ1=2;jj
2

Ip;b;o;i;j;n

�

þ
Jo;iþ1=2;j � jJo;iþ1=2;jj

2
Ip;b;o;iþ1;j;n

�
;

Gp;b;o;i;jþ1=2 ¼ vp;b

Jo;i;jþ1=2 þ jJo;i;jþ1=2j
2

Ip;b;o;i;j;n

�

þ
Jo;i;jþ1=2 � jJo;i;jþ1=2j

2
Ip;b;o;i;jþ1;n

�
;

(15)

where Jo;iþ1=2;j ¼ X̂o � n̂iþ1=2;j and Jo;i;jþ1=2 ¼ X̂o � n̂i;jþ1=2,

here n̂iþ1=2;j and n̂i;jþ1=2 are the normal vectors of edges

ðiþ 1=2; jÞ and ði; jþ 1=2Þ.
The equilibrium phonon intensity IE

p;b;i;j;n is needed

before starting the DCU method. The value of IE
p;b;i;j;n can be

calculated by Eq. (2). However, the value of temperature

Ti;j;n in Eq. (2) is to be determined as well. As mentioned

before, temperature can be calculated by substituting Eq. (2)

into Eq. (3). That is Ti;j;n must satisfy the following relation

as:

1

4p

X
p

X
b

X
o

Wx
p;bWX

o

vp;b�hxp;bDp;b

exp
�hxp;b

jBTi;j;n

� �
� 1

� �
sp;b

¼
X

p

X
b

X
o

Wx
p;bWX

o Ip;b;o;i;j;n

sp;b
: (16)

Note that since we study the thermal conductivity of the PS

at room temperature Troom ¼ 300 K and temperature differ-

ence DT ¼ 1 K, it is expected that the temperature variation

in the medium is slight and the variation of the relaxation

time with temperature can be neglected. Hence, sp;b is calcu-

lated with constant temperature Troom. To solve for Ti;j;n, a

root search algorithm is applied for Eq. (16). Before the sim-

ulation, we use NS uniformly spaced temperature points Ts

124329-4 Hsieh et al. J. Appl. Phys. 111, 124329 (2012)



ranging from Troom � DT to Troom þ DT to calculate the left

hand side (LHS) of Eq. (16) (replace Ti;j;n with Ts) and thus a

set of LHS values is recorded. At time step tn, as the phonon

intensities Ip;b;o;i;j;n in each angular frequency, radiative

direction, and location are known, the right hand side (RHS)

of Eq. (16) can be calculated and then a searching procedure

by comparing the RHS value with the LHS values will be

conducted. As the RHS value is found to located between

the LHS values with Ts and Tsþ1, the final value of Ti;j;n can

be interpolated from Ts and Tsþ1. This searching procedure

can avoid repeating computations for the LHS of Eq. (16) in

every spatial points and iterations.

The numerical solution is assumed to be steady as the

L2 norm35 of the phonon intensity is reduced 7 orders com-

pared to the maximum L2 norm of the first ten iterations.

Finally, the effective thermal conductivity can be calculated

by ke ¼ �qL=DT, here �q ¼
P

p

Ð Ð Ð
lIdX̂dxdy=L is averaged

heat flux. To reduce the number of iterations for steady solu-

tion, lower-upper symmetric Gauss-Seidel implicit algo-

rithm36 and local time stepping technique35 are adopted. In

addition, the frequency-dependent phonon BTE solver is par-

allelized by decomposing the radiative directions.37 The fol-

lowing dimensionless units are used to present the numerical

results:

x̂ ¼ x

L
; ŷ ¼ y

L
; T̂ ¼ T � Troom

DT
: (17)

The structure grid systems (NI ¼ 41;NJ ¼ 441) are used

for the square-cylindrical PS and circular-cylindrical PS, as

shown in Fig. 1. In each polarization branch p, the wave vec-

tor k is discretized into NB ¼ 21 equally spaced values rang-

ing from 0 to kmax. The radiative direction is divided by

discretizing lð�1 � þ1Þ into 24 directions and /ð0 � pÞ
into 12 directions (not 0 � 2p due to symmetry). Hence, the

total number of phonon radiative directions used is

NO ¼ 288. Various numbers of wave vector and radiative

direction are extensively examined and several finer grid sys-

tems are tested as well. The relative deviations in effective

thermal conductivity are less than 1%. For the temperature

searching procedure, we use NS ¼ 2� 107 uniformly spaced

temperature points and thus the error for finding the tempera-

ture is less than 10�7.

In this work, the frequency-dependent phonon BTE

solver with the Pop’s dispersions and Terris’s relaxation

times is presented for the 2D porous structures. We note that

this solution procedure can be extended to other types of dis-

persions and relaxation times. The 3D structures13 can be

readily to be studied with the present scheme, but it should

be noted that the extreme large memory requirement in the

frequency-dependent phonon BTE model will poss a great

challenge for the simulations of micron scale transport phe-

nomena. Due to the increased false scattering beyond the

micron scale, the spatial grid required is much finer than

those for the ballistic transport. To reduce the grid number

required in the micron scale transport, a high-order

scheme37,38 for calculating the phonon energy flux is desired

and the effect of the high-order scheme on phonon transport

will be present elsewhere.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Validation

For porous material, numerical phonon BTE solution

based on the Pop’s dispersion and Terris’s relaxation time is

unavailable. To validate the present scheme, the transverse

heat transfer in the square-cylindrical PS with porosity

U ¼ 0:25 at temperature T ¼ 300 K is simulated by using

the same transport properties as in the frequency-dependent

MC simulation.26 The frequency-dependent MC simulation

was performed with the dispersion and relaxation time (LA

and TA branches) extracted from the molecular dynamics

(MD) simulation.39 As shown in Fig. 3, we fit the MD

dispersion data with quadratic polynomial curve [Eq. (10)].

For the LA branch, the coefficients c0, c1, and c2 are 0 rad=s,

8:97� 103 m=s, and �1:37� 10�7 m2=s, respectively. For

the TA branch, the coefficients are 0 rad=s, 6:14� 103 m=s,

and �1:64� 10�7 m2=s, respectively. The predicted thermal

conductivities as well as those from the frequency-dependent

MC simulation are plotted in Fig. 4. The present predictions

are in excellent agreement with those from the frequency-

dependent MC simulation. This confirms the correctness of

the present frequent-dependent phonon BTE solver. How-

ever, the MD dispersion data for Si are found to be obviously

different from the experiment measurement (Fig. 3). The

MD dispersion data are not so accurate, especially for the

TA branch. Hence, instead of using the dispersion and relax-

ation time from the MD simulation, we will apply the Pop’s

dispersion and Terris’s relaxation time through the rest

work.

B. Frequency-dependent phonon transport

The transverse heat transfer in the square-cylindrical PS

with porosity U ¼ 0:25 at temperature T ¼ 300 K is simu-

lated with the current transport properties. To show the im-

portance of considering the frequency-dependent phonon

FIG. 4. Thermal conductivity of square-cylindrical porous silicon with po-

rosity U ¼ 0:25 at temperature T ¼ 300 K predicted from present work and

frequency-dependent Monte Carlo simulation.26 The dispersion and relaxa-

tion time applied in these simulations are extracted from molecular dynam-

ics simulation.39
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transport, the gray-medium phonon BTE solver16 is also per-

formed to simulate the transverse phonon transport in the

square-cylindrical PS with U ¼ 0:25 at 300 K. With the pro-

cedure of dispersion model,11 the specific heat Cgray ¼
0:986� 106 J=m

3
K and group velocity vgray ¼ 2591 m=s for

bulk Si are calculated from the LA and TA branches of the

Pop’s dispersion curves. At 300 K, the bulk thermal conduc-

tivity of Si is kbulk ¼ 145:9 W=mK. The average MFP Kgray

¼ 171 nm can be estimated from kbulk ¼ CgrayvgrayKgray=3.

We define the Kn ¼ Kgray=L in this study. The same mesh

system and phonon radiative directions are applied in the

gray-medium phonon BTE solver. The predicted thermal

conductivities are plotted in Fig. 5. The gray-medium and

frequency-dependent results are in consistent to each other

for period sizes L < 10 nm (Kn ¼ 17:1) and L > 5 lm

(Kn ¼ 0:03). This indicates that the gray-medium approxi-

mation is suitable as the phonon transport is in the ballistic

or diffusive regime. On the other hand, since consistent

results are obtained in the ballistic and diffusive limits, the

gray-medium results also ensure the correctness of the pres-

ent frequency-dependent phonon BTE solutions. In sub-

micron scale, quantitative differences are obtained. Obvi-

ously, the use of the gray-medium approximation can greatly

underestimate the strong size effect in sub-micron scale. A

simple gray-medium model may not be accurate in the sub-

micron scale transport, since it ignores the individual contri-

bution from each frequency and polarization branch. Hence,

it is suggested that one should take the frequency-dependent

phonon properties into account as phonon transport is in the

transition regime.

C. Nonequilibrium phonon transport

The steady temperature distributions of the square-

cylindrical PS and circular-cylindrical PS for period size of

10 nm (Kn ¼ 17:1) are plotted in Fig. 6 to show the ballistic

features of the phonon transport. The porosity is U ¼ 0:4, so

that the ratio L=Lpore is 1.581 for the square-cylindrical PS

and 1.401 for the circular-cylindrical PS. The maximum tem-

perature occurs in front of the pore and the minimum tem-

perature occurs behind the pore. In the ballistic regime,

phonons can drift almost freely in the medium until they col-

lide with the pore boundary and thus the phonon transport is

dominated by the pore scattering. The region in front of the

cylinder pore can receive high-energy phonons from

upstream region outside the unit cell. As a result, the relative

higher temperature is observed in front of the pore. On the

other hand, only a few phonons can arrive the rear region of

the cylinder pore without been scattered so that a low-

temperature area can be found behind the cylinder pore. To

illustrate the diffusive features of the phonon transport, the

steady temperature distributions of the square-cylindrical PS

and circular-cylindrical PS with porosity 0.4 for period size

of 1 lm (Kn ¼ 0:17) are drawn in Fig. 7. Although the pho-

non transport is still in the transition regime, the temperature

contours are more close to those in bulk-scaled composite

structure. In the transition regime, phonons suffer more

intrinsic scatterings in the medium as compared with the bal-

listic transport. The pore scattering contributes the minor

portion of the phonon energy loss and the temperature distri-

butions are uniformly varying from high temperature bound-

ary to low temperature boundary.

FIG. 5. Thermal conductivity as a function of characteristic size for square-

cylindrical porous silicon with porosity U ¼ 0:25 at temperature T ¼ 300 K.

FIG. 6. Temperature distributions in the unit cell of the periodic porous sili-

con for porosity U ¼ 0:4 and period size L ¼ 10 nm: (a) square-cylindrical

pore, (b) circular-cylindrical pore.
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D. Effect of pore shape

To demonstrate the geometry effect on the phonon trans-

port, the thermal conductivity of the square-cylindrical PS

and circular-cylindrical PS is plotted in Fig. 8 as a function

of the characteristic size for porosities 0.25, 0.4, and 0.6. For

U ¼ 0:25, the thermal conductivities of these two porous

structures are almost identical to each other. This suggests

that the geometry simplification can be reasonable for low-

porosity structures. However, as the porosity is increased,

the deviations in thermal conductivity can be clearly

obtained and these deviations are increased as the period size

is decreased. This indicates that the geometric simplification

will lead to large error in the ballistic regime. The reason for

the greater deviations in lager porosity is due to the differ-

ence in the pore spacing for the square-cylindrical PS and

circular-cylindrical PS. With the porosity fixed, the circular-

cylindrical PS will have smaller pore spacing as compared to

the square-cylindrical PS. As the porosity is increased, the

difference in pore spacing will also increase. Consequently,

the pore scattering is more frequently occurred in the

circular-cylindrical PS compared to the square-cylindrical

PS. This will lead to lower thermal conductivity for the

circular-cylindrical PS especially in the ballistic limit.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have developed a frequency-dependent phonon BTE

solver to study phonon transport in arbitrary geometries. The

transverse thermal transfer in the 2D periodic PS with

aligned pores is extensively investigated for various charac-

teristic sizes and porosities. It is found that, for phonon trans-

port in the ballistic and diffusive limits, the gray-medium

approximation can get fair results compared to the

frequency-dependent phonon BTE solutions. However, in

sub-micro scale, the gray-medium approximation can under-

estimate the strong size effect which can be well predicted

with the present frequency-dependent phonon BTE solver.

Furthermore, the geometry effect of the pore shape is clearly

obtained as phonon transport is in the ballistic regime. The

use of the geometric simplification for nanostructures can

greatly overestimate the thermal conductivity of the struc-

ture. The obtained results can be useful for the design of

high-efficiency TE devices and the present frequency-

dependent phonon BTE solver can serve as an effective anal-

ysis tool for investigating heat transfer in realistic engineer-

ing problems from nano- to macro-scale.
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